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Term premium driven more by economy than supply 
Main Points 

• The idea that the term premium is heavily influenced by rates duration supply looks to have been 
invented largely to rationalize QE.   

• It is probably fair to say that many policy and macro analysts fell for it, as discussed in a report here a 
couple weeks ago. But at this point, I don’t think the Fed even believes what it is saying.  They don’t 
seem to be scaling back their rates tightening to accommodate their “quantitative tightening” or — 
much more importantly — the implications of Treasury supply.  

• A key question looking forward is whether the lesson from our experience with QE can leave us 
indifferent to the huge wave of supply coming from the explosion of the federal debt itself. 

• Probably, we can’t take much comfort on that front from our experience with QE.  The program did not 
provide a particularly clean experiment, because QE did not manage even to make duration scarce.   

• Moreover, theoretical considerations suggest that the federal debt should exert a far larger influence on 
the term premium than QE does, even though the consensus among QE fans is precisely the opposite. 

• Still, the term premium seems to be more reliably driven by the inflation regime and underlying 
economic volatility than it is by supply.  There are risks around this perspective, but at this point it is the 
base case. 

• This perspective suggests that the term premium is likely to widen somewhat during the coming 
quarters, as the US economy enters the late cycle, inflation pressures pick up, and underlying 
economic volatility begins to rise from what is currently a very low level. Now is probably a good time to 
avoid, rather than be drawn into, a fight over QE and supply.  You would not want to be wrong for the 
right reasons. 

• If this is the right take, then two practical implications are that a bearish duration view should probably 
be expressed at the shorter maturities (which is cleaner) and that equity investors should probably not 
be focused much on Treasury supply. 

• Closely related, investors and analysts should stay focused on the outlook for inflation and volatility, 
and probably much less so on supply. 
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In my last report I argued that there is little reason to believe QE contributed much to the decline of term 
premia or Treasury yields during the crisis and its aftermath.  

There is no need to reiterate the main points here, as they are summarized on the front page of that note.  
I would emphasize only that policy makers and many analysts seem dug in on the issue of QE and 
continue to make claims for it that they may not even believe themselves.   

For example, if Fed officials really thought supply mattered as much to the term premium as they claim, 
they would probably be showing less bravado around the rates path — because they would be 
anticipating a major tightening of financial conditions from a steep widening of the term premium.  

Let’s hope the Fed was wrong and that supply doesn’t matter 

The black bars indicate the QE era, during which net supply generally rose relative to GDP, despite the Fed’s efforts.   With QE now in 
retreat, and more importantly with the federal debt on a seemingly unrelenting steep ascent, net supply is set to explode.  

 Source: GHRS, CBO, BEA, FH estimates and projections 

Does the harmlessness of QE carry a lesson? 

A key question looking forward is whether recent experience with QE tells us anything useful about the 
effect on the term premium of the coming surge of federal debt and associated supply of pure rates 
duration.  If the Fed taking duration out did not matter much, will it matter when the Treasury puts a lot 
more back in, as the Fed is also adding?  

One way to scale the relevance of this question is to consider the Fed’s current (official) view of how QE 
affects the term premium.  In a speech last October, former Chair Yellen claimed that QE was probably 
depressing the term premium by 100 basis points as of the end of 2016, and that this effect would largely 
dissipate by the end of 2025.    1

 To her credit, Yellen focused there on the supposed effect of QE operating through the portfolio balance or duration-removal 1

channel exclusively.  Other Fed officials have most recently begun to trot out the line that portfolio balance effects are difficult to 
“disentangle” from the rates signaling effect.  I have to assume that this is yet another immunizing stratagem to protect the notion 
that the portfolio balance effects are themselves potent.  After all, Fed officials appear to have recognized the taper tantrum was 
triggered much more by a perceived rates signal than by actual concerns around the balance sheet.  For example, see Bernanke 
here. (The relevant passage is under the heading Shrinking the Balance Sheet:The Case For Keeping it Simple.)  As a result, they 
were careful to reinforce the rates signal at the beginning of the taper, to contain the reaction solely to that associated with portfolio 
balance. They were utterly successful in this effort and there was no adverse reaction. Indeed, the term premium collapsed. It is odd 
that Fed officials would claim not to be aware of this great success. 
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In making this claim, she referenced work by Bonis Ihrig and Wei (BIW), which is briefly summarized in 
this blog post and relies on an econometric model elaborated here.  A key conclusion of the BIW 
approach is that a one percentage point of GDP rise in supply of pure rates duration (measured in 10-
year equivalents) to be taken down by the private sector will ultimately be associated with about a 10 bps 
widening of the term premium at the 10-year maturity.  

Incorporating what they describe as the consensus outlook for the balance sheet as well as the market’s 
presumed sensitivity to supply and ability to forward discount, they figure the effect of QE on the term 
premium will decline by about 90 basis points over the next seven years. 

The left panel of the chart below gives a sense of the importance of this prospect, by appending the BIW 
estimate of the term premium effect (TPE) to a history of the ACM premium through the end of 2016.  
Given that the term premium was 10 basis points back then, the 90 bps TPE would presumably take the 
premium to 1%, as indicated in the chart. 

But this same logic can be applied to the path of net supply, rather than just the Fed’s influence on that.  
This is shown in the right panel of the chart below, which depicts a total TPE three times as large as that 
associated with passive balance sheet run-off taken in isolation.  

The point is that the capital markets are due for a major and enduring shock if the Fed’s apparent sense 
of the importance of supply is in the right ballpark.  In contrast, there is much less to worry about if our 
experience with QE really shows that supply doesn’t matter much.  2

Source: New York Fed, BIW, FH projections 

Maybe we have not learned much from QE 

A couple considerations — taken in isolation — suggest we can’t rely much on the idea that QE proved 
net supply doesn’t matter much.  First, on theoretical grounds, a rising federal debt might be expected to 
have larger effect on the term premium than QE does. The reason is that the federal debt directly affects 
the stock of interest rate risk in the economy, whereas QE merely transfers it from bond holders to tax 
payers.  To the extent that these two groups overlap — which is admittedly limited — such a transfer 

 The simulation shown in the right panel is meant only as illustration.  Unlike the formal BIW estimates of the TPE, it pay no 2

attention to timing issues and assumes merely that the term premium rises with the stock of duration implied by the debt in a way 
that is consistent with BIW’s estimates of the ultimate effects of supply.  Were that simulation to take more careful account of the 
market’s ability to discount forward, the effect of the debt would be more telescoped into the present, with the term premium initially 
rising more steeply. 
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should logically have no effect on bond investors’ willingness to assume duration risk — or therefore the 
price of it.   3

Second, as I have often emphasized and return to briefly below, QE did not even succeed in making pure 
rates duration scarce.  So the failure of the term premium to fall during the QE era is not necessarily 
evidence that supply manipulation does not matter. A QE advocate might insist that his thesis was never 
even really tested, at least by the QE era taken as a single observation.  (The pattern of the term 
premium around various applications is a separate issue.) 

Easier to be critical than correct 

This issue is far more complicated than QE critics or (especially) advocates have typically insisted and 
involves a lot of uncertainty.  It is much easier to demonstrate that the official take on QE is absurd than it 
is to be confident about the implications of the coming wave of supply associated with the booming 
federal debt. 

A key issue here that is often glossed over by economists and macro analysts is that rates duration 
supply is created by the private sector as well as the public sector and cannot therefore be treated as 
exogenous.  The term premium can affect debt supply as much as debt supply affects the term premium, 
creating a tricky endogeneity.   

Back in the 1980s, for example, long before QE was a glimmer in Bernanke’s eye, economists used to 
speak of the effect on debt growth of inflation “re-entry” from a regime of high and volatile to low and 
stable.   

The hypothesis was that lower and more stable inflation would force the term premium to decline, making 
it more attractive for would-be borrowers previously shut out of the capital markets to take on more debt.  
In this story, which was arguably confirmed by events, there would be an inverse relationship between 
“supply” and the term premium.  For those partial to partial analysis, that is awkward. 

A similar — although not identical — issue applies also to the the federal debt.  Federal debt issuance is 
only partly exogenous and can be influenced by the position of the business cycle, which also affects the 
term premium.  Moreover, federal debt issuance can have an effect on the private sector’s ability to 
assume financial risks, particularly if that debt issuance is well timed, which I concede is rare.   

Accordingly, the relationship between supply and the term premium must be assessed in general 
equilibrium, and not through the partial analysis that seems dominant on Wall Street and in policy analysis 
circles. 

With that uncertainty conceded, my base case is as follows.  The term premium is currently quite low by 
historical standards and seems likely to rise, as the US economy enters late cycle, inflation pressures 
slowly build and underlying economic volatility begins to come off the floor. The prospect of a surge of 
Treasury supply creates some risks around this view, which are probably skewed somewhat to the higher 
side.  It is difficult, although not impossible, to see how higher supply might depress the term premium.  

 For a discussion of this issue, as well as some of the limitations around it, please see the discussion beginning on page 61 of the 3

paper presented by Columbia professor Michael Woodford to the Jackson Hole conference of 2012.  One fun aspect of this 
perspective is that it seems to imply that QE should be reflected in US-resident private investors selling their holdings to the Fed and 
to overseas investors, the latter to mitigate the fact that absent such flows domestically-held duration risk will have risen. 
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If this is the right take, then three practical implications would seem to follow: 

Don’t expect the Fed to back off its rates raising program on the premise that it thinks a widening 
term premium will deliver the required tightening.  (Entirely separately, also don’t expect the Fed 
to guide on rates.) 

It is probably prudent to express a negative view on duration risk at the shorter maturities.  An 
equivalent short at the longer end provides less negative carry (for a given duration exposure) 
and might benefit from a widening term premium if my central case turns out to be wrong.  But it 
seems also to be less straightforward, involving some low conviction bets. For example, we 
cannot be confident that a wider term premium will dominate the tendency of the curve to flatten 
in a rates rising cycle. 

We probably ought not let worries over the term premium have much influence on equity strategy.   

In the remainder of this note, I quickly review three reasons that a meaningful widening of the term 
premium — in response to supply — should not be in our base case.   

1. Supply is endogenous with wrong sign 

The first issue relates in part to the endogeneity problem mentioned above and goes to both the central 
case and the uncertainty around it.  

The chart below shows the entire (estimated) history of the ACM term premium, dating back to 1961, as 
well as the ratio of non-financial debt to GDP over this same period.  I show the debt net of Fed holdings 
to facilitate an assessment of QE, but it is not that important, because even at the peak Fed holding were 
only about 20% (0.2 on the chart) of GDP. 

Source: Federal Reserve, NF Fed 

Focus on the period over which releveraging has been the trend, which happens to be the low-inflation 
era.  Note that the term premium has fallen 400 basis points over this period, even as the debt stock held 
outside the Fed has almost doubled relative to GDP. 
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There are two reasons to include all debt, rather than just default-free government debt, in this 
comparison.  First, issuance  of private debt raises the stock of rates duration in the economy, even 
though the securities involved do not produce pure rates duration.  (They produce rates duration along 
with other risks, such as that of default.)   

So if the total supply of rates duration matters, then we might expect to see it here. And we certainly do 
not, at least not in the presumed way. The coefficient on debt seems significant, but it has the wrong sign.  
If this sort of analysis strikes you as simplistic and partial, then I accept the point, but you might want to 
apply it broadly. 

Second, and less importantly, I have heard it argued that QE operating in conjunction with weak private 
debt supply — actually did make duration scarce during the QE era.  That is, federal issuance and 
maturity lengthening may have trumped QE, but it did not trump the combination of QE and weak private 
issuance.  

On the evidence, though, the superabundance of supply merely stabilized, and no scarcity created.  In 
fairness, to do this properly we would need estimates of the average duration of that private supply, which 
is far beyond the context of this note.  But given the magnitudes involved here, changes of average 
maturity are very unlikely to overturn the main point. 

2. Low inflation seems to matter 

We might be able to get around the endogeneity issue if the key presumed influence on the term premium 
were indeed exogenous. Somewhat conveniently, this is at least arguably possible, as inflation is 
generally taken to be a policy choice made by the Fed — at least over long horizons — and does seem to 
have an influence on the term premium, as shown in the chart below. 

Source: New York Fed, BEA, FH estimates 

Note that the term premium, seems broadly to follow the path of inflation, although with a lot of slippage, 
particularly around the time of the initial inflation re-entry. This conforms with simple intuition:  if inflation is 
lower, then the uncertainty around inflation is also lower and the marginal cost of duration exposure 
should also be lower. 

The term premium might still remain sensitive to supply, but the supply/premium tradeoff (if there is one) 
should be shifted significantly lower.  The implication of this is that the maintenance of a low inflation 
regime might be expected to contain the term premium into the lower end of its historical range.  In 
fairness, there is no guarantee that the term premium must stay even below 100 basis points. And it 
seems likely to evolve with business cycle conditions, as I discuss below.  But the inflation regime does 
seem to matter, much more reliably than supply. 
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3. Underlying economic volatility  

Finally, there is the issue of the link between underlying economic volatility and the term premium, which 
seems to have tightened a lot during what we might call the price-stability era, roughly since 1984.  Again, 
this conforms, at least qualitatively, with intuition, because investors should be willing to take more risk in 
their portfolios when the underlying economic backdrop is more serene. If you are less worried about 
going under or into unemployment, you can take more financial risk. 

In the chart below, I measure economic volatility using the same proxy that I employ in my equity 
valuation work.  So the proxy is not cherry picked for this purpose, although confining the comparison 
only to the period since 1984 certainly is. 

Source: New York Fed, BEA, FH calculations 

You may have encountered the argument that the term premium is also well explained by bond yield 
volatility.  I have made that argument myself, having picked up on it from Ben Bernanke via this blog post.  
To me, it is somewhat telling that the inventor of QE (as currently understood) ended up concluding that 
the term premium is basically driven by vol. In any event, the relationship between vol and the estimated 
term premium seems, if anything, to have actually tightened in the past couple years, since that Bernanke 
post was published. I am not implying causation, just pointing out that it still seems to work.  

Citizen Bernanke seems closer to the mark on this than Chairman Bernanke, who might have suffered a 
bout of motivated reasoning.  But it is important to consider what drives yield volatility and whether we 
can expect it to stay low.  That is a discussion for a different time, but a big part of the story here would 
seem to be inflation and underlying economic volatility. As they pick up, the term premium should tend to 
widen, perhaps with some addition impetus from rising Treasury supply.  But the key driver here seems 
more likely to be the economy than the debt, and investors should focus accordingly, in my view. 

Stay alert 

As mentioned, this is a complicated issue, and I am not confident I have settled even my own thoughts 
yet.  At some point, I am going to have to review BIW more thoroughly, to understand more fully why they 
assign such a dominant role to supply.  But for now, this is how I see it. 

The information contained in this report has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but is not necessarily complete and 
its accuracy is not guaranteed. No claim is made regarding the fairness, accuracy, completeness, or correctness of the information 
and opinions contained herein. Views and other information provided here are subject to change without notice. All reports produced 
by Front Harbor are issued without regard to the specific investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of any specific 
recipient and are not to be construed as a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any securities or related financial instruments.  
Predictions, forecasts, and estimates for any and all markets should not be construed as recommendations to buy, sell, or hold any 
security--including mutual funds, futures contracts, and exchange traded funds, or any similar instrument.  The analyst authoring 
reports from Front Harbor may have positions in some of the securities discussed here.
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